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���vtvt�l 
� � Good evening. A week from now, I will lay down the 

�- responsibilities of this office -- to take up once more 

�� . 
the only title in our [fountr� equal to that of President,

· 

the title of citizen. 

To Vice President Mondale, to my Cabinet, to the thousands 

of others who have served with me during these four years, 

I wish to say publicly what I have said in private: thank you. 

Thank you for the dedication and competence you brought to 

the service of our shared ideals. 

To those millions who continue in the service of the 

United States government, in and out of uniform -- to you as 

well, I express my thanks and the thanks of the whole Nation. 
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To my successor, I wish success and Godspeed. Governor 

Reagan t:- Mr. President-elect -�I understand, as few others 

can, how formidable is the task you are about to undertake. 

To the very limits of conscience and conviction, I pledge to 

support you in that task. 

I owe my deepest thanks of all to you, the American 

people. You gave me this extraordinary opportunity to serve. 

As that service draws to a close, I am more convinced than 

' 

ever that the United States is able to meet the future with 

justifiable confidence_E- �erhap:J better than any other 

nation. I am more aware than ever of the inner strength of 

our country the power of our principles and ideals, the 

freedom of our political system, the ingenuity and decency 

of our people. Whatever your individual political views, 

you supported me as President when the welfare of the Nation 

was plainly at stake. I am deeply grateful for that support, 

and I call upon you to extend it to my successor. 
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I would like to say a few words about this most special 

Office, the Presidency of the United States, which in a few 

days I will pass on to the fortieth person in our history to 

hold this trust. 

In every possible sense, the Presidency of the United 

States is a unique creation. It is at once the most powerful 

office in the world -- and among the most constrained by law 

and custom. The President is given a broad mandate to lead --

but cannot do so without the consent of the governed, expressed 

formally through the Congress and informally through a whole 

range of public an� private institutions. While the nation 

must go forward, our system of checks and balances, our 

individual liberties and freedom of the press mean that we 

must go forward together �- or not at all. 

For over 200 years our system's combination of strength 

and flexibility have been remarkable. Through generations of 
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challenge, our system has maintained its most essential 

quality -- its balance. 

Today we are asking our system to do things of which 

the founders never dreamed. The government they designed 

for a few hundred thousand people now serves a nation of 230 

million people. The small coastal republic they founded now 

spans a continent, and has the responsibility to help lead 

much of the world through difficult times to a secure and 

prosperous future. 

Every American has a right and duty to speak out about 

the course we should take. Our collective success depends 

on the understanding and the involvement of as many people 

as possible. 

Yet only the President is pharged with the responsibility 

of speaking for all of the people. In the moments of decision, 

when all the views have been aired, it is the President who 
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must speak for the nation, and the people must then lend him 

not only their ears -- but their voices as well. 

/ In addition to the still-recent blows of Vietnam and 

Watergate, two opposite trends seem to be pulling the Presidency 

��� ��- further out of balance -- one by raising the office too high 

· �+dJtskl V:t.Ji.f and the other by bringing it too low. 

���f· 
On the one hand, the world is changing so fast that a 

great and understandable yearing for a single, fixed point 

of responsibility is created. People want to believe that 

a President can control all of the events which seem so 

bewildering and confusing. There is a recurring belief that 

someone can make everythi�g better -- without effort, without. 

change. The result is a cycle of rising expectations and 

�lunging frustration. 

On the other hand, as people become more concerned 

about the power of the government to achieve a consen�us, 
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they are increasingly drawn to single-issu� groups and special 

interest organizations to ensure that at least they will get 

their way. As these narrow interests become more powerful 

and more numerous they further weaken the government's ability 

to lead. Thus another cycle of weakness leading to more 

weakness is created. 

The plain truth is that we cannot routinely or casually 

or selfishly savage the Office of the Presidency without 

destroying the ability of the holder of that office to do the 

very things which it was created to do for us. 

Either raising the Office of the President to the heavens 

or crushing it beneath our feet will destroy the balance on 

which our entire system -- and much of the world -- depends. 

The challenges and p6tential dangers of the future will 

tax any President. He needs the understanding and support 

of all of us. 
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�n my own role as a former President I intend to be 

constructive in my public comments, supportive of the new 

wL- �t-ors-�.!.& ' �resident's effortsA and resolved to give him the benefit of 

any doubt as he deals with the difficult issues we ourselves 

have asked him to tackle. He can depend on my advice when it 

is needed and re�uested :J 
v� �� Let us remember that while it is within our power to 

� t elect a President who will accept the responsibility of 

t-"-'�0� �-�- ��ying to solve, our problems, our ballots do not confer upon 

�· � ·

a magic wand to make them all vanish. 

Like every President, I have sworn to uphold the interests 

of one nation -- our nation. But in the closing decades of 

the 20th century, our true national interests require a 

global perspective. I have had the privilege of serving as 

a national leader of a great nation. But for the rest of my 

time with you tonight, I want to speak to you not as a leader 
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of one nation, but as a citizen of one world -- the only 

world we have. And I want to talk about three great 

�--· �orldwide needs that I care about in an especially personal 'r, -
k;,t;�� ·--../.�+� profound way: 

�fr I;"-' . �I 

tt--1-+?JJ J<� 

The need for control over the weapons of nuclear 

. �� Ak k rdestruction; 

�� 
,I the need for wise stewardship of the physical resources 

of our planet; 

� and the need for the protection of human rights. 

It has now been 35 years since Hiroshima. The great 

.majority of the world's people cannot remember a time when 

the nuclear shadow did not hang over the earth. Our minds 

have adjusted to it, the way our eyes adjust to the dark. 

Yet the reality is that the risk of a nuclear conflagration 

has increased with every passing year, and so has the potential 

magnitude of such a catastrophe. 
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A single hydrogen bomb -- itself weighing only a few 

hundred pounds, but with the explosive force of a million 

tons of TNT -- would destroy everything and everybody in a 

circle nearly ten miles wide. Through radiation sickness, 

it would kill everyone in a much larger circle,. XXXX miles 

wide. This is sufficient to turn any city on Earth into a 

smouldering, lifeless heap of radioactive slag. 

That is what one bomb can do. The world's arsenals 

now contain 60,000 of them. An all-out nuclear war would 

kill more people in 

history put together. ould have untold, possibly monstrous 

effects on the ge s of living things, from plants and insects 

to human b ngs. It would change the world's climate in 

k� �· v unpredectabie ways. The survivors of such a war, if any, 

�- L-J;'J 1�r . 
� ��uld live in despair amid the poisoned ruins of a civilization 

�t- AL) 
�� that had committed suicide. 

� 
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� the array of nuclear dangers, two are es�ecially 

alarming. One lies in the refinement of nuclear weapons 

technology, the other in its spread. 

It used to be axiomatic that no one wins in a nuclear 

war. �ut nuclear missiles are growing ever more complex and 

accurate -- and this has begun to raise the thought of a 

twisted kind of nuclear "victory" in which, through massive 

suprise attack, one side would seek to destroy a large part 

of the nuclear striking power of the other. Obviously, even 

a so-called "limited nuclear exchange" would kill millions of 

people, and many of those millions of victims would be on 

the so-called winning side. It makes no sense. Yet the 

technology of nuclear weapons is creating a·spiral of fear --

a suspicion on each side that the other might be plotting to 

strike first. 

That is one danger. Another involves the spread of 
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nuclear weapons to countries that do not now have them. 

I� dozens of governments acquire these weapons, it will only 

be a matter of time before madness, desperation, clumsiness 

or greed unleashes their destructive power. 

Against the background of these dangers, the spark of a 

crisis or a confrontation could set the final nuclear fire. 

History teaches that weakness -- real or perceived --

can tempt aggression and thus cause war. That is why we in 

the United States cannot neglect our military strength. But 

with equal determination, we must find ways to reduce the 

horrifying danger that is posed by the world's stockpiles of 

destructive arms. 

Arms control agreements can help. They can cut the 

momentum of the arms race. They can slow the development 

of ever more fearsome types of armaments. They can contribute 

to a more stable international climate. Perhaps most important, 
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by making it possible for each side to know what the other 

has in its arsenal, they can reduce the spiral of paranoia 

and slow the treadmill of mutual fear. 

I am confident thaf our nation's commitment to the goal 

In the tradition of ��of nuclear arms control will endure. 

���5 11 Presidents since Harry Truman -- that is, since the 

�" 
L'(r� 

we first saw what these weapons can do successor 

has committed himself to that goal. I applaud him for that, � 
�·.�Obi stand ready to help him and his Administration to go 

'·'h��/}�c � 1 � �rth and build on what has already been achieved.� 
��-� 

Nuclear weapons are an expression of one side of mankind's 

personality. But there is another side. The same rocket 

technology that carries nuclear missiles has also taken us 

to the depths of space. From that perspective, we see _our 

earth as it really is -- a fragile and beautiful blue globe, 

the only home we have. That is a vision of the essential 
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unity of our species and our planet; and with faith and 

common sense, that vision will ultimately prevail. 

The shadows that fall across the future of mankind are 

cast not only by the weapons we build, but by the kind of 

world we make. 

If present trends continue, our world in the year 2000 

will be more crowded, more polluted, more vulnerable to 

turmoil, and less able to sustain life. Unless nations of 

��� world take decisive action to halt these trends, in the 

J1V" �J_�. 
. �- next 20 years we will see ever more serious food, energy and 

population problems; a steady loss of croplands, forests, 

and fisheries; and the degradation of our air and water. 

These are not problems for the next century to solve. 

They are today's facts of life. To ignore the fate of the 

earth is to be indifferent to our own lives here and now. 
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The first step is to shed our fear of the facts themselves. 

For many it is the most difficult step. We all know individuals 

who will not see a doctor because they are �errified their 

condition might be serious -- and by the time they face up 

to it, it often is. 

On a wider scale, whole nations can confuse analysis of 

the facts of a situation with preachments of inevitable gloom 

and doom. Accepting the physical realities of our planet 

does not mean a dismal future of endless sacrifice. The 

only inevitable fact is that most problems will only start 

The most dramatic proof of this in recent American 

history is energy. For 30 years our demand for imported oil 

rose inexorably -- in spite of endless warnings -- until we 

were sending almost 100 billion dollars a year overseas to pay 

for it. Our dependence cost us jobs, cut into our productivity, 
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inflated our currency, and complicated our national security. 

At last we are facing the fact that energy in general, and 

oil in particular, is something we cannot take for granted 

or abandon to wishful thinking. It is something we must � 

consider carefully, plan around, and work and invest to 

Once we accepted this principle, the early results have 

been even more dramatic than the effects of dependence. We 

are developing our own energy supplies. We are using energy 

more wisely -- and above all we are importing far less oil 

� t- 'if:'·( almost a third less in only two years!). 

��' 
The real meaning of this achievement goes beyond the 

vital issue of energy. Once this country decided to accept 

the energy challenge, we acquired more reason to hope in �wol� 

years of hard work in meeting it, than we had reason to 

despair after 20 years of anxiously avoiding it. 
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And as we encourage other nations to work together on 

the world-wide energy problems, there is no doubt that our 

world will become more secure, more stable and more humane. 

The same promise holds for meeting other reso�rce problems 

of the earth -- water, food, minerals, farmlands, forests, 

overpopulation -- if we tackle them with courage and hope. 

If we try to avoid these problems through fear or ignorance 

they will surely envelop us in the end. 

These are the facts: 

� The world's population will grow by almost 

50 percent by the year 2000. Food consumption 

will decline for much of the world. 

� Since arable land is disappearing, increased 

food supplies will have to come from methods 

that use more oil and gas. 
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,I In spite of America's progress, the world still 

faces severe energy problems. In the poorest 

parts of the world, oil is an impossibly 

expensive luxury, the population is growing 

very fast, and wood is the basic fuel. These 

pressures are already causing a loss of £orest 

land about half the size of California every 

year. 

� As the forests recede and civilization advances 

more and more cropland is lost each year, and 

the development of water supplies becomes more 

difficult and more costly. 

These projections are not inevitable -- unless we ignore 

them. There are less than 20 years left in our 20th century. 

The time to look forward and create the world we want to 

have in the year 2000 is now. 
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I believe that we are capable of building a world in 

which all people lead full, decent lives on a growing and 

peaceful planet. And I believe with equal sureness that 

the special combination of history and vision which the 

American people have today will make the United States a 

natural leader in charting and guiding humanity's course 

towards a better world tomorrow. 

Now let me turn to the final subject I want to talk about 

tonight: the deep yearning of people everywhere for personal 

liberty and security. 

I believe with all my heart that America must always 

stand for human rights, at horne and abroad. That is both 

our history and our destiny. 

But America did not invent human rights. In a very real 

sense, it is the other way round. Human rights invented 

America. 
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Ours was the first nation in the history of the world 

to be founded explicitly on an idea, the idea of human rights. 

The fundamental force that unites us is not kinship or place 

of origin or religious confesston. It is a b�lief in our 

own rights as human beings. The love of liberty is the 

common blood that flows in our American veins. 

I am proud of the fact that during my Presidency, our 

government has sought to promote human rights around the 

world. Obviously, the impact of our efforts from place to 

place has varied with the influence of our country; but that 

should neither surprise nor discourage us. On the contrary, 

we should take pride in the fact that so many oppressed 

people look to us for inspiration and protection. \�e should 

take joy in the progress that has been made, however halting 

it may sometimes seem to be. 

And we should take heart from the example of our own history. 
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There we see proof of the power of the idea of human rights. 

For at the beginning of our history, the ideals of the Declaration 

of Independence and the Constitution stood in agonizing 

contrast to such realities as black slavery and the exclusion 

of women from political life. But with our path lighted by 

those ideals, led by men and women of courage and conscience, 

we have made the long journey to a more just society, a 

society that comes much closer to our own vision of the 

meaning of our nation's founding ideals. 

The struggle for full rights for all Americans is far 

from over. We have no cause for self-righteousness or complacency. 

But we have every reason to persevere, both in our own country 

and beyond our borders. 

r�,., Lu<1 ,-J,L.- ll.t... 4 H;,�, L _ fL..._ ...1-�1-- L ,, ��t tS�J ""1'1 '7 J: -� .MA-'J ·tt �.{).. f'Lxj), -/.o �� -�t:f .kJ-. _,.,., � '::-J 
Hum'fn rights i�he broadest sense -- the ri�s o�,..,/� I/.{ 

7 ""-- ...Lo � 1..-J< 

(; . 
J 

"fM.,c... � � � (., 
p�rsonal security, political liberty and a c;n1mally decerltp�� �

.
� 

�r;-�� standard of life -- face severe challenges in the 1980s. � 
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Our Nation and our world have entered a time of transition. 

This uneasy era is likely to endure for the rest of this 

century. It will be a time of tensions within nations and 

between them -- of competition for resources -- of social, 

political and economic stresses and strains. 

As we in this country move to deal with the stresses 

around us, we may grow impatient with our own ideals. We 

may be tempted by a kind of false hard-headedness. We may 

begin to think that the work of production is too important 

for us to get sidetracked by environmental concerns or by 

questions of fairness • .  We may begin to believe that we can 

���rease our own prosperity by diminishing that of others. 

� We may begin to assume that a concern for human rights is a 

�/ � sentimental indulgence in a dangerous world. We may begin 

to suppose that arms control is a favor to someone else, not 

an imperative of survival for everyone. 
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That kind of thinking may seem hard-headed. In practice 

it is merely hard-hearted -- and short-sighted, too. The 

truth is that by working for human rights and nuclear arms 

control, we serve both our interests and our principles. 

We are Americans, and our values and beliefs are not 

luxuries but necessities -- not the salt in our brend but 

the bread itself. Our common vision of a free and just 

society is our greatest source of cohesion at home and strength 

abroad -- greater by far than all our material blessings. 

ften to these familiar and beautiful words from the 

Declaration of Independence: 

"We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men 

are created equal; that they are endowed by their creator 

with certain inalienable rights; that among these are life, 

liberty and the pursuit of happines� 

E��ctrO$iSt�c C«:�py Mada 

for i?II'OS811Vlilt�Ofl1 !P'U!tpGHS 
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These words remind us of why our vision still grips the 

imagination of the world. They remind us that change is 

something to be welcomed, not feared, when it protects human 

1 ife, enhances. human ·1 ibe r·ty, and: 'increases 'the possibility . .  ·�· , , • . .  c ; 

Democracy is always an unfinished creation. Each generation 

must renew its foundations. Each generation must rediscover 

its meaning in the light of its own challenges. For this 

generation, life can mean nuclear survival; liberty can mean 

human rights; the pursuit of happiness can mean a planet 

whose resources are devoted to the physical and spiritual 

nourishment of its inhabitants. 

Our nation remains faithful both to its original vision 

and to its capacity for change. The peaceful and orderly 

transition of political power that is about to take place will 

demonstrate that faith anew. 

.·. 
I 
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For myself, as I return home to the Southern soiL where 

I was born and raised, I am looking forward to the opportunity 

to reflect and write. I intend to support our new President, 

and I intend to work, as a citizen, for the same values I 

have believed in all my life. Again, from the bottom of my 

heart, I waht to_.express the g�atitude I feeL . Thank you, f''�, 

fellow citizens, ·and'-.farewell. ,_ , ,_ .. . 

# # # 
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responsibilities of this offiGe -- to take up once more 

the only title in our country equal to that of President, 

the title of citizen. 

To Vice President Hondale, to my Cabinet, to the thousands 

of others who have served with me during these four years, 

I wish to say publicly what I have said in private: thank you. 

Thank you for the dedication and competence you brought to 

the service of our shared ideals. 

To those millions who continue in the service of the 

United States government, in and out of uniform -- to you as 

well, I express �y thanks and the thanks oe the whole Nation. 
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To my successor, I wish success -and Godspeed; Governor 

Reagan -- Mr. President-elect -- I understand, as few others 

can, how formidable is the task you are about to undertake. 

To the very limits of conscience and conviction, I pledge to 

support you in that task. 

I owe my deepest thanks of all to you, the American 

people. You gave me this extraordinary opportunity to �erve. 

As that service draws to a close, I am more convinced than 

ever that the United States is able to meet the future with 

just�fiable confidence -- perhaps better than any other 

nation. I am more aware than ever of the inner strength of 

our country the power of our principles and ideals, the 

freedom of our political system, the ingenuity and decency 

of our people. Whatever your individual political views, 

you supported me as President when the.welfare of the Nation 

was plainly at stake. I am deeply grat�ful for that support, 

and I call upon you to extend it to my successor. 
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I would like to say a few words ·about this-most special 

Office, the Presidency of the United- States, which in a few 

days I will pass on to the fortieth person in our history to 

hold this trust. 

In every possible sense, the Presidency of the Unit�d 

States is a unique creation. It is at once the most powerful 

office in the world -- and among the most constrained by law 

and custom. The President is given a broad mandate to lead 

but cannot do so without the consent of the governed, expres�ed 

formally through the Congress and informally through a whole 

range of public an� private institutions. While th� nation 

must go forward,· our system of checks and balances, our 

individual liberties 'and freedom of the press mean that we 

must go forward together �- or not ·at all. 

For over 200 years our system's combination of strength 

and flexibility have been remarkable. Through generations of 
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challenge, our system has maintained-�ts most ess�ntial 

quality -- its balance. 

Today we are asking our system to do things of which 

the founders never dreamed. The government they designed 

for a few hundred thousand people now serves a nation of' 230 

million people. The small coastal republic they founded now 

spans a continent, and has the responsibility to help lead 

much of the world through difficult times to a secure and 

prosperous future. 

Every American has a right and duty to speak out about 

the course we should take. Our collective success depends 

on the understanding a·nd the involvement of as many people 

as possible. 

Yet only the President is charged with the responsibility 

of speaking for all of the people. In the moments of decision, 

when all the views have been aired, it is the President who 
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must speak for the nation, and the people must then lend him 

not only their ears -- but their voices as well. 

In addition to the still-recent blows of Vietnam and 

Watergate, two opposite trends seem to be pulling the Presidency 

further out of balance -- one by raising the office too high 

and the other by bringing it too low. 

On the one hand, the world is changing so fast that a 

great and underst�ndable yearing for a single, fixed point 

of responsibility is created. People want to believe that • 

a President can control all of the events which seem so 

bewildering and confusing. There is a recurring belief that 

someone can make everything better -- without effort, without 

con. 

change. The result is a cycle of rising expectations and 

plunging frustration • 

On the other hand, as people become more c6ncerned 

about the power of the government to achieve a consensus, 
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they are increasingly drawn to single-issue groups and special 

interest organizations to ensure that at least they will get 

their way. As these narrow interests become more powerful 

and more numerous they further weaken the government's ability . 

to'lead. Thus another cycle of weakness leading to more 

weakness is created. 

The plain truth is that we cannot routinely or casually 

or selfishly savage the Office of the Presidency without 

destroying the ability of the holder of that office to do the 

v�ry t�ings which it was created to do for us. 

Either raising the Office of the President to the heav�ns 

or crushing it beneath our feet will destroy the balance on 

which our'entire system -- and much of the. world -- depends. 

tential 

needs the 

dange/of ·the futu7 will 

unde�anding and s�port 
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In my own role as a former President 

constructive in my public 

President's 

com7Upportive of the new 

�ved to give him the benefit of 

any doubt as he deal the difficult issues we ourselves 

/ 
have asked h ida tackle. He can depend on my aclv ice when ·it 

is n�re�uested, 

Let us remember that while it is within our power to 

elect a President who will accept the responsibility of 

trying to solve our problems, our ballots do not confer upon 

him a magic wand to make them all vanish. 

Like every Piesident, I have sworn to uphold the interests 

of one nation our nation. But in the closing.decades of 

�0 

the 20th century, our true national interests require a 

1\ 

global perspective. I have had the privilege of serving as 

a national leader of a great nation. But for the rest of my 

time with you tonight, I want to speak to you not as a leader 
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of one nation, but as a citiz�n of �--�he only 

world we have. And I want to talk about three great 

worldwide needs that I care about in an especially personal 

and profound way: 

The need for control over the weapons of nuclear· 

destruction; 

,! the need for wise stewardship of the physical resources 

of our planet; 

t and the-need for the protection of human rights. 

It has now been 35 years since Hiroshima. The great 

majority of the world's people -cannot remember a time when 

the nuclear shadow did not hang over the earth. Our minds 

have adjusted to it, the way our eyes adjust to the dark. 

Yet the reality is that the risk of a.nuclear conflagration 

has increased with every passing year, and so.has the potential 

magnitude of such a catastrophe. 
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A single hydrogen bomb -- itself-weighing only a few 

hundred pounds, but with the explosi_ve force of a million 

tons of TNT -- would destroy everything and everybody in a 

circle nearly ten miles wide. Through radiation sickness, 

it would kill everyone in a much larger circle, XXXX miles· 

wide. This is sufficient to turn any city on Earth into a 

smouldering, lifeless heap of radioactive slag. 

That is what one bomb can do. The world's arsenals 

now contain 60,000 of them. An all-out nuclear war would 

kill more people in a few hours or days than all the wars of 

history put together. It would have untold, possibly monstrous 

effects on the genes of living things, from plants and insects 

to human b�ings. It would change the world's climate in 

unpredectable ways. The survivors 9f such a war, if any, 

would live in despair amid the poisoned ruins of a civilization 

that had committed suicide. 
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In the array of nuclear dangers, two are especially 

alarming. One lies in the refinement of nuclear weapons 

technology, the other in its spread. 

It used .to be axiomatic that no one wins in a nuclear 

war. But nuclear mis�iles are growing ever more complex anrl 

accurate -- and this has begun to raise the thought of a 

twisted kind of nuclear "victory" in which, through massive 

supriae attack, one side would �eek to destroy a large part 

of the nuclear striking power of the other. Obviously, even 

a so-called "limited nuclear exchange" would kill millions of 

people, and many of those millions of victims would be on 

the so-called winning side. It makes no sense. Yet the 

technology of nuclear weapons is creating a·spiral of fear 

a suspicion on each side that the other might be plotting to 

strike first. 

That is one danger. Another involves the spread of 
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nuclear weapons to countries that do not now hav�·them. 

I� dozens of governments acquire these weapons, it will only 

be a matter of time before madness, desperation, clumsiness 

or greed unleashes th�ir destructive power. 

Against the background of these dangers, the spark df a 

crisis or a confrontation could set the final nuclear fire. 

History teaches that weakness real or perceived --

can tempt aggression and thus cause war. That is why we in 

the United States cannot neglect our mili�ary strength. But 

with equal determination, we must find �ays to reduce the 

horrifying danger that is posed by the world's stockpiles of 

destructive arms. 

Arms control agreements can help. They can cut the 

momentum of the arms race. They can slow the development 

of ever more fearsome types of armaments. They can contribute 

to a more stable international climate. Perhaps most important, 
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by making it possible for each side to-know what-the other 

has in its arsenal, they can reduce the spiral of paranoia 

and slow the treadmill of mutual fear. 

I am confident that our nation's commitment to the goal 

of nuclear arms control will endure. In the tradition of' 

all Presidents since Harry Truman -- that is, since the 

moment we first saw what· these weapons can do -- my successor 

has ·committed himself to that goal. I applaud him for that, 

and I stand ready to help him and his Administration to go 

forth and build on what has already been achieved. 

Nuclear weapons are an expression of one side of mankind's 

personality. But there is another side. The same rocket 

technology ·that carries nuclear missiles has also taken us 

to the depths of space. From that perspective, we see our 

earth as it really is -- a fragile and beautiful blue globe, 

the only home we have. That is a vision of the essential 
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unity of our species and our planet; .and with faith and 

common sense, that vision will ulti�ately prevail. 

The shadows that fall across the future of mankind are 

cast not only by the weapons we build, but by the kind of 

world we make. 

If present trends continue, our world in the year 2000 · 

will be more crowded, more polluted,. more vulnerable to 

turmoil,· and less able to sustain life. Unless nations of 

the world take decisive action to halt these trends, in the 

next 20 years we will see ever more serious food, energy and 

population probl�ms; a steady loss of croplands, forests, 

and fisheries; and th� degradation of our air and water. 

These are not problems for the. next century to solve. 

They are today's facts of life. To ignore the fate of the 

earth is to be indifferent to·our own lives here and now. 
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The first step is to shed our feaF of the facts themselves. 

For many it is the most difficult step. We all know individuals 

who will not see a doctor because they are terrified their· 

condition might be se�ious -- and by the time they face up 

to it, it often is. 

On a wider scale, whole nations can confuse analysis of 

the facts of a situation with preachments of inevitable gloom 

and doom. Accepting the physical realities of our planet 

does not mean a d·ismal future of endless sacrifice. The 

only inevitable fact is that most problems will only start· 

getting better when we stop ignoring them. 

The most dramatic proof of this in recent American 

history is energy. For 30 years our demand for imported oil 

rose inexorably in spite of endless warnings -- until we 

were sending almost 100 billion dollars a year overseas to pay 

for it. Our dependence cost us jobs, cut into our productivity, 
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And as we encourage other nations to work together on 

the world-wide energy problems, there is no doubt that our 

world will become more secure, �ore stable and mo�e humane. 

The same promise holds for meeting other resource problems 

of the earth -- water, toed, minerals, farmlands, forests, 

overpopulation -- if we tackle them with courage and hope. 

If we try to avoid these problems through fear or ignorance 

they wilr
' 

surely envelop us in the end. 

These are the facts: 

� The world's population will grow by almost 

50 percent by the year 2000. Food consumption 

will decline for much of the world. 

�- Since arable land is disappearing, increased 

food supplies will have to come from methods 

that use more oil and gas. 
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inflated our curr�ncy, and complicated_our national security. 

At last we are facing the fact that energy in general, and 

oil in particular� is something we cannot take for granted 

or abandon to wishful. thinking. It is something we must 

consider carefully, plan �round, and work and invest to 

create. 

Once we accepted this principle, the early results have 

beeD even mor� dramatic than ·the effects of dependence. We 

are developing our own energy supplies. We are using energy 

more wisely -- and above all we are importing far less oil 

(almost a third less in only two years!). 

The real meaning of this achievement goes beyond the 

vi tal is_sue of energy. Once this country decided to accept 

the energy challenge, we acquired more reason to hope in two 

years of hard work in meeting it, than we had reason to 

despair after 20 years of anxiously avoiding it. 
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t In spi�e of America's progres�L the world still 

faces severe energy problems. In the poorest 

parts of the world, oil is an impossibly 

expensive lu�vry, the population is growing 

very fast, and wood is the basic fuel. Thes� 

pressures are alteady causing a loss of forest 

land about half the size of California every 

year. 

As the forests recede and civilization advances 

more and more cropland is lost each year, and 

the d�velopment of water s�pplies becomes more 

·difficult and more costly. 

These projections are not inevitable -- unless we ignore 

them. There are less than 20 years left in our 20th century. 

The time to look forward and create the world we want to 

have in the year 2000 is now. 
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I believe that we are capable of building a world in 

which all people lead full, decent lives on a growing and 

peaceful planet. And I believe with equal sureness that 

the special combination of history and vision which the 

American people have today wil_l make the United States a 

natural leader in charting and guiding humanity's course 

towards a better world tomorrow. 

Now let me turn to the final subject I want to talk about 

tonight: the deep yearning of people everywhere for personal 

liberty and security. 

I believe with �11 my heart that Ame�ica must always 

stand for human rights, at home and abroad. That is both 

our history and our destiny. 

But America did not invent human rights. In a very real 

sense, it is the other way round. Human rights invented 

America. 
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Ours was the first nation in the h-istory of. -t.h� world 

to be founded explicitly on an idea, �he idea of human rights. 

The fundamental force that unites us is not kinship or place 

of origin or religious·confession. It is a belief in our 

own rights as human beings. The love of liberty is the 

common blood that flows in our American veins. 

I am proud of the fact that during my Presidency, our 

government has sought to promote human rights around the 

world. Obviously, the impact of our efforts from place to 

place has varied with the influence of our country; but that 

should neither surprise nor discourage us. On the con.trary, 

we should take pri�e in the fact that so many oppressed 

people look to us for i.nspi ration and protection. t'le should 

take joy in the progress that has be�n made, howe�er halting 

it may sometimes seem to be. 

And we· should take heart from the example of our own history. 
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There we see proof of the power of the idea of human rights. 

For at the beginning of our history, the ideals of the Declaration 

of Independence and the Constitution stood in agonizing 

contrast to such realities as black slavery and the exclusion 

of
'

women from political life. But with our path lighted by 

those ideals, led by men and women of courage and conscience, 

we have made the long journey to a more just society, a 

society that comes much closer to our own vision of the 

meaning of our nation's founding ideals. 

The struggle for full rights for all Americans is far 

from over. We have·no cause for self�righteousness or complacency. 

But we have every reason to persevere, both in our own country 

and beyond our borders. 

Human rights in the broadest sense -- the rights of 

p�rsonal security, political liberty and a minimally decent 

standard of life -- face severe challenges in the 1980s. 
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Our Nation and our world have entered .a time of _tr:ansition. 

This uneasy era is likely to endure for the rest of this 

century. It will be a time of tensions within nations and 

between them -- of compet-ition for resources -- of soci"al, 

political and economic stresses and strains. 

As we in this country move to deal with the stresses 

around us, we may grow impatient with our own ideals. We 

may be tempted by a kind of false hard-headedness. We may 

begin to think that the work of production is too important 

for us to get sidetracked by environmental concerns or by 

questions of fairness • .  We may begin to believe that we can 

increase our· own prosperity by diminishing that of others. 

We may begin to ·assume that a concern for human rights is a 

sentimental· indulgence in � dangerous world. We may-begin 

to suppose that arms control is a favor to someone else, not 

an imperative of survival for everyone. 
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That kind of thinking may seem hard...,..l:leaded. T.n .practice 

it is merely hard-hearted -- and short-sighted, too. The 

truth is that by working for human rights and nuclear arms 

·control, we serve both our interests and our principles. 

We are Americans, and our values and beliefs are not 

luxuries but necessities -- not the salt in our bread but 

the bread itself. Our common vision of a free and just 

society is our greatest source of cohesion at home and strength 

abroad -- greater by far than all our material blessings. 

Listen to these familiar and beautiful words from the 

Declaration of Independence: 

"We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men 

are created equal; that they are endowed by· their creator 

with certain inalienable rights; that among tbese are life, 

liberty and the pursuit of happiness." 
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These word� remind us of why our vi-sion still-grips the 

imagination of the world. They remind.us that change is 

something to be welcomed, not feared, when it protects human 

life, enhances human lfberty, and increases the possibility 

- -: 

of human happiness,; i1:-:;·;_'': 

Democracy is always an unfinished creation. Each generation 

must renew its foundations. Each generation must rediscover 

its mearii�g in the light of its own challenges. For this 

generation, life can mean riuclear survival; liberty can mean 

human rights; the pursuit of happiness can mean a planet 

whose resources are devoted to the physical and spiritual 

nourishment of its· inhabitants. 

Our nation remains faithful bot� to its original vision 

and to its capacity for change. The peaceful and orderly 

transition of political power that is about to take place will 

demonstrate that faith anew. 
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For myself, as I return home to the .S_outhern �9J+ where 

I \vas born and raised, I am looking forward to the opportunity 

to reflect and write� I intend to support our new President,_ 

and I intend to work, as.a citizen, for the same values I 

have,believed in all my life. Again, from the bottom of my 

heart, I waht to,e�press the gratitude I feel� Thank you, · ·  · 

fellow citizens;· and farewell. ) :. ·. � 

# # # 
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if we act together out of our common humanity. These issues 

I 

are the threat of nuclear destruction; ewardship of 

the physical resources of our planet; pre-eminence 

of human rights. 

It has now been 35 years iroshima. The great 

majority of the world's people ca ot remember a time when 

the nuclear shadow did ver the earth. Our minds 

have adjusted to it, the way o r eyes adjust to the dark. 

Yet the reality is that the risk of a nuclear conflagration 

has increased with every p year, and so has the potential 

magnitude of such a catas rophe. It has not happened yet, 
/" [(C�.-Il..£..-C:.. 

but that is --/for) it only has to happen once. 

A single hydroge bomb -- itself weighing only a few 

hundred pounds, but ith the explosive force of a million 

tons of TNT -- wou d destroy everything and everybody in a 

� 

circle nearly te miles across. That is sufficient to turn 
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any city on Earth into a smouldering, 1 ifeless heap of/radioactive 
I 

slag. 

That is what one bomb can do. The world's arsenals 

now contain 60,000 of them. In an all-out uclear war, 

more destructive force than in all 

unleashed every second for the long 

for the bombs to fall. A World War II every second -- and 

it would kill more people in a hours than all the wars 

monstrous effects on the gen s of living things, from plants 

and insects to human being • It would change the world's 

civilization that ha committed suicid�J 

In the array of nuclear dangers, two are especially 

alarming. One ever-increasing quantity and sophistication 
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of. the superpowers. The other is 

f �nge·rs o�{�he] nuclear trig gerS�· Once 

acqui're these weapons, it will· only 

madness, desperation, c lumsiness 

destructive power. 

In the tinderbox of these dangers, the spark of a crisis 

or a confrontation could s t the final nuclear fire. 

History teaches that we kness -- real or perceived --

can tempt aggression and thus cause war. That is why the 

United States cannot neglect s military strength. But 

This has been a concern of eve American President 

since,the moment we first saw what se weapons can do. 

\ 
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lie
'
s· not just in the actions_ of world _leaders, but in the 

coric_ern and demands of _all of. u-s:· 

Nuclear weapons are an of one side of mankind's 

personality. But there 

technolog y that 

side. The same rocket 

nuclear missiles has also taken us 

into space. From th t perspective, we see our earth as it 

really is -- a fr gile and beautiful blue globe, the only 

home we have. e see no barriers of race or religion or 

country. see instead a vision of the essential unity of 

that v will ultimately prevail. 

The shadows aqross the future of mankind are 

cast not only by the we bu ilci"',: but by the kind of 

wo,rld we make. 

If present trends contiriu , our world in the year 2000 
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will be more 

turmoil , and 

cro�ed, more polluted, more v ulnerable to 

less � le to sustain life. Unless nations of 

the world take decis've action to halt these trends, in the 

next 20 years we will ee ever more serious food, energy and 

pop ulation problems; a teady loss of croplands, forests, 

and fisheries; and the d gradation of our air and water. 

These are not problem for the next cent ury to solve. 

They are today 's facts of 1 To ignore the fate of the 

earth is to be indifferent t our own lives here and now. 

The first step is to shed our fear of the facts themselves. 

For many it is the most difficu t step. 

These are the facts: 

The world's pop ulation '11 grow by almost 50 

percent by the year 2000, while in much of the world, 

there will be less to eat an there is today. 

\ 
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� As more and more fertile lan is lost to deserts 

and development, food pro uction will depend on 

intensive methods that se more oil and gas. 

,, Despite America's p ogress, the world still faces 

severe energy pro In the poorest parts of 

the world, oil is already an impossibly exp ensive 

luxury, and is the basic f uel. These pressures 

causing a loss of forest land about 

size of California every year. 

� As t e forests recede and civ ilization advances, 

and more cropland is lost, and the development 

of water supplies becomes harder and more costly. 

Let there be no mis nderstanding -- acknowledging the 

physical realities net does not mean a dismal future 

of endless sacrifice • the facts of a situation is 

. ;t.r 
not the same as

A
preaching of inevit ble doom. The only 
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FOR FAREWELL ADDRESS 

[The United States is the most powerful nation in the 

world. The Presidency of the United States is the most 

powerful office in the world. It has been a great privilege 

and experience for me to hold that office. As I turn it over 

to my successor, I want to share with all of you some of 

my thoughts about the Presidency and the state of our fed-

eral government. 

The Office of President is not as pow�rful as most 

Americans think. It is not as powerful as I thought when 

I took office, or as my successor may think as the office 

passes to him. 

I am not saying that the President should have more 

power. I am saying that the gap between our illusion of 

the President's power and the reality leads to over-expec

tations of what the President and our Government can accom-

plish, and to recurring disappointment when these expectations 

are not realized. [Like other Presidential candidates, I 
i 

acknowledge having contributed to these over-expectations. 

Anyone who runs for this great office faces an irresistable 

temptation to believe that he will be the little engine 

that could. ] 

After four years in this job, I believe I now understand 

how these over-expectations come about. To help our future 

Presidents fulfill this great office, it is important that 
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all of us adjust our expectations to the realities of how 

our Gover�ment functions today. 

For our Government to run successfully, we must have 

a [flexible and] balanced program for governing. [It must 

be a flexible program because we need to adjust and respond quickly 

to new developments all over this increasingly interdependent 

world_.] It must be a balanced program because even a country 

as rich and resourceful as ours cannot pursue all of its many 

worthwhile goals in full measure at the same time. Many of 

these g0als cc�flict with one another, and all of them com

pete for the same r�sources. We need to strike a balance 

between increasing our energy self-sufficiency and improving 

the purity of our environment, between inflation and employ-

ment, between an impregnable defense and complete social 
-

security. The art of modern government is to make wise 

balancing choices among these competing and conflicting goals. 

We expect the President to make these balancing choices, 

but we tend to forget that when he makes his choices, the 

Constitution requires him to obtain the agreement of Congress. 

The framers of our Constitution wisely separated the powers 

of the Executive and the Legislature, so that each could 

check and balance the excesses of the other. In times of 

great crisis, like World War II and the Great Depression, 

agreement on a broad and balanced range of action is possible. 

But in. other times it is far more difficult, and in recent 

.· 
,• 
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presidencies, for a variety of reasons, the difficulties 

have increased. 

[Among these reasons are the decline of party discipline 

and the well-meant reforms of Congress which have tended 

to weaken the power of the Congressional leaders to speak 

for their colleagues. We need to study.these stiuctural 

problems of our Government and to devise sound methods of 

correcting them.] 

Tonight I want to discuss [one] [another] of these 

reasons. A balanced program for governing is achieved by 

weighing the general interest in all of our national goals 

against the single interests of the political groups who 

support a particular goal over all other goals. We have 

many single interest groups throughout our society. Ten 

• 
or twenty years ago, the principal single interest groups 

were our farmers, working men, businessmen, and senior 

citizens, whose members are concerned about a wide range 

of public goals that affect them, and who also must balance 

each of these goals against the others. But now we also have 

single issue groups -- pro-nuclear and anti-nuclear, pro-

abortion and anti-abortion -- who reward or punish candidates 

based on how they stand on one single issue. 

These single interest pressures make it much harder for 

the President and Congress to reach agreement on a balanced 

program for governing. They tend to force changes in the 

program which destroy its balance, and turn it into a hodgepodge 
.. �· 

-�·- ---:-..,-_ _,_,:..-
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which neither the President nor the Congressional majority 

is prepared to defend or support as a whole. 

Twenty years ago President Eisenhower, in a memorable 

farewell address, warned us to beware the growing power of 

what he called the military-industrial complex. We heeded that 

warning. Tonight I have another warning. We must beware 

the �rowing power of the single [issue] [interest] political 

group. The general interest is not the sum of all our single 

interests. The general interest requires the containment of 

single interests into a balanced program for governing. We 

must beware of any group that is unwilling to adjust its 

own interests to those of the nation at large . 

•• 

" ' .; . .. ; . · ... � 



MR. PRESIDENT: 

WE HAD SO MANY COMMENTS ON STYLE AND HAD SO MANY IDEAS v 

--<_:�FDR IMPROVEMENT -OURSELVES THAT WE .REDRAFTED .THE FAREWELL SPEECH 
:. f_ .... ., ..• 

' . LATE . LAST NIGHT. THAT REDRAFT (A_:1) IS ATTACHED. . IT TAKES 

INTO ACCOUNT SUGGESTIONS FRQM ZB:J:G, STU, LLOYD, PAT, AND JERRY, 

ALTHOUGH AS YOU CAN SEE�IT DOES NOT USE ALL THEIR SUGGESTIONS. 

IN A FEW PLACES, ALTERNATIVE FORMULATIONS ARE SUPPLIED FOR YOU 

TO CHOOSE BETWEEN. 

. . · . - · ·- . · -

SO THAT YOU CAN SEE THE ORIGINAL.COMMENTS, I HAVE ATTACHED 

.. NOTES FROM STU AND ZBIG AND AN ALTERNATE SECTION ON THE 

PRESIDENCY FROM LLOYD (THIS WAS THE ONLY CO!�ENT HE HAD). 

I PUT GORDON AND RICK ON THE PRESS PLANE IN CASE YOU 

NEED THEM, BUT PRIMARILY BECAUSE THEY WANTED TO GO TO PLAINS VERY 

MUCH. EVEN THE PRESS IS BEING A LITTLE SENTIMENTAL ABOUT THIS 

TRIP. 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

ll/17/8Q 

Mr. President: 

No comment from Jack· 
or Jody. 

Rick 
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November 14, 1980 

MEHORANDUI'1 FOR THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: Gus Speth � ... .r� 
SUBJECT: Farewell "Address to the American People 

My purpose in writing this memorandum is to suggest that 
you consider giving a Farewell Address, much as President 
Eisenhower did on January 17, 1961. I enclose the Eisenhower 
address; his famous warning about the military-industrial 
complex is on page 1038. 

A Farewell Address would give you a chance to be both 
more personal and more focused than the State of the Union. 

I would recommend that your only purpose be to advance 
the level of public understanding on a very few, historically 
important subjects. Many possibilities must spring to your 
mind. There are two which I would recommend to you. These 
two problems are strongly related; they define and threaten 
the prospects for mankind in this century; yet they are largely 
invisible to most Americans today: 

0 

0 

The inter-linked global problems of world poverty, 
population growth, underdevelopment, resource 
destruction and environmental contamination. This 
complex of desperate needs is set out fully, as you 
know, in The Global 2000 Report to the President 
which we and State prepared for you. 

The growing global trade in destructive weaponry, 
now totaling about $500 billion in 1980. The 
global arms race, both nuclear and conventional, is 
not only a direct threat to peace but also a tragic 
drain on resources. As with global problems of 
population, food and environment, you have been a 
leader in the field of arms control, beginning with 
your important 1977 initiatives. 

The Brandt Commission Report described these two problems 
far more eloquently than I could: 
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"War is often thought of in terms of military 
conflict, or even annihilation. But there is a 
grmving awareness that an equal danger might be 
chaos - as a result of mass hunger, economic 
disaster, environmental catastrophes, and terrorism. 
So we should not think only of reducing the tradi
tional threats to peace, but also of the need for 
change from chaos to order. 

"At the beginning of a new decade, only twenty 
years short of the millennium, we must try to 
lift ourselves above day-to-day quarrels (or 
negotiations) to see the menacing long-term problems. 
We see a world in which poverty and hunger still 
prevail in many huge regions; in which resources are 
squandered without consideration of their renewal; 
in \'lhich more armaments are made and sold than 
ever before; and \vhere a de.structi ve capacity has 
been accumulated to blow up our planet several 
times over." 

No greater public service could be rendered than for you 
to take this message clearly and compellingly to the American 
people. 

Should you decide against a Farewell Address, I hope you 
will address these blO problems in your State of the Union 
address. However, I do not think that ,.,±11 be as effective or 
as long remembered. 
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Dwight D. Eisenhower, I96o 

Pursuant to that legiSlation �greements for cooperation were concluded 
with four of our NATO partners in May and June 1959· A similar 
agreement was also recently concluded with our NATO ally, the Repub
lic of Italy. All of these agreements are designed to implement in 
important respects the agreed NATO program. 

This agreement with the Government of Italy will enable the United 
States to cooperate effectively in mutual defense planning ,Vjth Italy and 
in the training of Italian NATO forces in order t11at, if an attack on 
NATO should occur, Italian forces could, under the direction of the 
Supreme Allied Commander for Europe, effectively use nuclear weapons 
in their defense. 

· 

. These agreements previously concluded and this Italian Agreement. 
represent only a portion of the work necessary for complete implementa
tion of the decision taken by the North Atlantic Treaty Organization in 
December 1957. I anticipate the conclusion of similar agreements for 
cooperation \'vith certain other NATO nations as the Alliance's defensive. 
planning continues. 

Pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, I am sub
mitting to each House of the Congress an authoritative copy of the agree
ment with the Gover;�mqJt of Italy. I am also transmitting a copy of 

. the Secretary of State's letter accompanying an authoritative copy of the 
signed agreement, a copy of a joint letter from the Secretary of Defense 
and the Chairman of the Atomic Energy Commission recommending my 
approval of this document and a copy of my memorandum in reply thereto 
setting forth my approval. 

DWIGHT D. EISENHOWER 
l'OTE: The text of the agree�ent andre
lated documents is published in the Con-

gressional Record of March. 7, 1961 (vol. 
107, p. 3095). 

,. : . - � 

421 fJf Farewell Radio and Television Address to 

the America.� People. January ·I 7, 1g6i 

[Delivered from the President's Office at 8: 30 p.m.] 

. My fellow Americans": ' 

Three days from now, after half a century in the service ·of our country, 
I shall lay down the responsibilities of office as, in traditional and solemn 
ceremony, the authority of the Presidency is vested in my successor. 

1035 
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This eve�g I come to you with a message of leave-taking and farewell, 
·and to share a few final thoughts with you, my countrymen .. 

Like every other citizen, I wish the new President, and all who will 
labor with. him, Godspeed. I pray that the coming years will be blessed -
with peace and prosperity for all. 

� . : �_: . -.. 
i ' 

Our people expect their Preside�t and the Congress -to find e.sSential 
agreement on issues of great moment, the wise resolution of which will 
better shape the futt.ireof the Nation. _ 

. _: . · 

--.My OWn relations with the CongreSs, which began on a remote and-
_ . tenuous basiswhen, long ago, a member of the Senate appointed me to 

West Point, have since ranged to the intimate during the war and imme

diate ·post-war period, �d, finally, to the mutually interdependent during. 
these past eight years .. - : : · . . _ 

In this final relationship, the Congress and the Administration have, 
on most vital issues, cooperated well, to serve the national good rather than 
mere partisanship, and so have assured. that the business of the Nation 

· should go forward. So, my official relationship with the Congress ends 
in a feeling, on my part, of gratitude that we have been able to do so 
much together. 

. II. 

Vv e now stand ten .years past the midpoint of a century that has v.rit-
. nessed four major wars among great nations. Three of these involved 

our own country. Despite these holocausts America is today the strongest, 
the most influential and most productive nation in the world. Under
standably proud of this pre-eminence, we yet realize that America's leader
ship and prestige depend, not merely. upon our unmatched material prog
ress, riches and military strength, but on .how we use our power in the 

. interests of \Vorld ·.peace a_nd human betterment. · '  

m. 

Throughout America's adventure in free government, our basic pur
poses have been to keep the peace; to foster progress in human achieve
ment, and to enhance liberty, dignity and integrity among people and 
among nations. To strive for less would be unworthy of a free and re-

-ligious people. Any failure traceable to arrogance, or our lack of com
prehension or readiness to sacrifice would inflict upon us grievous hurt · 

both at home and abroad. -
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Dwight D. Eisenhower, 1960 

Progress tmv·ard these noble goals is persistently threatened by the 
conflict now engulfing the world. It commands our whole attention, ab
sorbs our very_ beings� We face a hostile ideology-global in scope, 
atheistic in characrer, ruthless in purpose, and insidious in method. Un-. 
happily the danger it· poses promises t9 be of indefinite duration. To 
meet it succesSfully; there is·· c·alJed for, not so much the emotional and 
transitory sacrifices of crisis, but rather those �vhich enable us ·to carry 
fomrard steadily, surely, and without complaint the burdens of a pro
longed and complex struggle�with liberty-the stake. Only thus shall_�e 

.. rernain,despite ever)' provocation, on our charted course toward perma
nent peace.� d. h1,1man betterment. 

Crises there will continue to be. In mee�ing them, whether foreign or 
domestic, great or small, there is a recurring temptation to feel that some 
spect

.
acular and costly action could become the rrll.raculous solution t� 

all current difficulties. A huge increase in newer elements of our de:.. 
fense; 9-evelopment of unrealistic programs to cure every ill in agriculture; 

····a dramatic·.e.-xpansl.on iri basic and applied research�these and many 
other possibilities, each possibly promising in itself, may be suggested 

. as the only way to the road we wish to travel.· 
But each proposal must be weighed in the light of a broader considera

tion: the need to maintain b_a1ance in and among national programs
balanc� between the private and the public economy, balance between 

. cost and hoped for advantage-balance between the clearly necessary and 
_the comfort�blydesirable; balance between our essential requirements as 

a nation ami the duties imposed bfthe nation upon the individual; bal
a..��e betweeri··a:ccions of-the moment and the national welfare of the 

�: f1,1�re. · G�od judgment seeks balance and progress; lack of it eventually 
, .. finds imbal��e a�d frui...rcl"tiQn. . 

The record of many decades stands as proof that our people and their 
�:.�government" have;"""in the main, understood these truths an� hav� re- · 

· spondecl to them well; in the face ()f stress and threat. But threats, new 
in kind or �egree, constantly ariSe. · I menti�ri t,�·o only. · -· · 

IV •
. 

· · ·  A vital dem.ent m·keeping t.J:le peace is our military establishment. . 
Our arms must be mighty, ready for instant action;_ so that no potential 
aggressor may be tempted to risk his o�·n destruction. ,j, · 

. 
Our :rriititary orgtt_nization today bears little relat-ion to that known 
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by �my_ C?_f my predecessors in peacetime, or indeed by the_ fighting men 
_of World War Ir-or Korea:- -

_ _ __ Until the latest of our world conflic-ts, the United States had no anna- -

_ mer1ts industry. _ _ American makers of plowshares co�ld, with time and· 
as required; make swords as �well. But now we can no longer risk emer-
gency improvisation <;>f national defense; we have been compelled to create 
a permanent armaments industry of vast proportions. Added to this, -
three a_nd a half-million men and women are directly engaged in the de-

- fense establishment. We annually spend on military security more than 
-- -�-_the net income gf all United States corporations. _ _ -

_ - This - conjunc_tion -of ari immense military establishment arid a large 
- �:- �-iiia�trfis-��� in the American experience. The total influence-_-

-
-

- economic, political, even spiritual-is felt in every city, every State house, 
_every office-of the :Federal givernmel)t. We recognize the imperative -

- - -_ need fo� thiS develop-ment� Yet we must not fail to comprehend its grave 
irrlplication.S.- Oudoil�-resources and livelihood are all involved; so is the
very structure of our society.� 

In the councils of government, we must guard age1inst the acquisition 
o( umvarranted influence, �\vhether sought or unsought, by the- military

- �d�trial --ca'mplex: J'he potential for_ the disastrous rise of misplaced 
power exists and will persist. _ _ 

We must never let the weight of this combination endanger our liberties 
or democratic processes:� We should take nothing for granted. Only an 
alert and_ knowledgeable citizenry can compel the proper meshing of the_ 

-_huge industrial and military machinery of defense with our peaceful 
methods �nd goals, so that security and liberty may prosper together. -

- _- Akm to, and largely r_esponsible for the sweeping changes in our indus-
- l.!ial-military posture, has been the technological revolution during recent-

decades. 
-_ !n. _this revolution, research has become central; it also becomes more 

formalized, complex, and costly. A steadily increasing share is con
ducted for; by, or at the direction of, the Federal government. 

Today, the solitary inventor, tinkering in his shop, has been o�·er� · 
-- shadowed by task forces of scientists in laboratories and testing fields._ In 

the same fashion, the free university, historically the fountainhead of free 
--- _ ideas and sci_entific discovery; h�aS experie11ced a_revolution in the COJ1dU<:t

of research. Partly because of the huge costs involved, a government con_-
- tract becomes virtually a substitute for intellectual curiosity� For every 
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Dwight D. Eisenhower, 1960 

·old blackboard there are now hundreds of new electronic computer-S:· 
. .. �e prospect of dotnination of the nation's scholars by Federal employ

ment, project allocations, and the pmver of money is ever present-and 
is gravel)' to be regarded. _ 

·. - Yet; in holding sdentific research and discovery i� respect, aswe �hould, 
. we _must also be alert to the equal and opposite danger that public policy 

could itself b-ecome the eaptive of a scieritific..:technological-elite. -� - -
_ It is the task of statesmanship to mold, to balance, and to integrate 
theSe and other forces, new and old, within the principles· of our demo-· 

· · cratic system-ever_ aiming toward the supreme goals of our free society. 

v. 

Anot_her !ac:t?r in �aint�.ining balance. involves the element of time. 
As we peer into s�ciety's future, \ve-you and I, and our government-_ 
must avoid the irrl.pulse to live only for today, plundering, for our own � 
ease and con�enience, .th-e precious res-ourc�s 9£ tomorrow. \Ve cannot 

.. mortgage the m-aterial assets- of our grandchildren without risking the loss 
· also of_ thclr political and spiritual heritage. We want d�mocracy. to 

survive fox: all generatio�s tocorrH:,not to become the insolvent phantom 
of tom_orrow, · - - - · ··- ---- · 

-·"":�·-· -_ . .,--"";'---- _-.- ·
VI . . 

· - :(>own the.long lane of the history yet to be written America knows that 
this world of ours, eve� growing smaller, musf avoid becoming a com
munity of areadftil fear and hate, and be, instead, a proud confederation . 

of mutual trust and respect. - . · 
Such a confederation1nu,st be cine_()_{ eq!;lals. The weakest must come 

to the conference table ,;..ith the same confide�ce as do we, protected as 
,\re are ·by --otir inofal; ·economic,- and military strength. That table, 
though. scarred by manyp_ast frtl.stnitions,. cannot be abandoned for the 

___ <:ertain agony of the battlefield. ;: ·: .: , 
-

Disannament, _""jtli �utual hono� .and confidence, is a continuing 
imperative. Together we must learn .how :io compose differences, not
with arms,- but. with�int.C�ect and. aecerit purpose. . Because this need 

· . is so sharp and apparent I confess that I Jay down my official responsi� 
· .i:iilities in this field with a definite sense .of disappointment. As one who 

has witn�edth� horror and the lingering sadness ofwar-a.S one who 
kllO�VS tltat a:��th�r-,VaT COWd Utterly destroy this civilization \Vhich has 
been so s�owly and painftilly built over thousands of years-I wish I. 
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. _ _.;:g> could say tonight that a lasting peace is in sight.. 
"''· · 

. . . -,,�:�;;:,,. 
· Happily, I can say that war has been avoided. · Steady progress toward .. : ::·:�o:-:� 

our ultimate -goal-has been made. But, so much remains to be done-.: ·. _::dt1J.:: 
As a priv�te citizen, I shall never ce2Se to do what little I cal! to help th��-</&1� -;

.�
-

. world advance along that road... . _ · < ':;-;?;)i£�i:i .. i· · · -
_ 

·_ 
_ 

VII. . . . •  - �-- <s-���-�: 

__ · s-cr--m thiS-my la5t go� night to yo� a5 your Preside?t-I .th�-y�u-. :. :·.&t!��: 
for.·th� many_ opportunities you have gJ.Ven me for public service m war> �:.,�:i�;{�f,� •-

. and peace. I tiust that in that service you find some things worthy;:_f.·>>�ti:·�,·-:;:r'-
as for the-rest of it, I kpow you will find ways to improve perforrnanc��··,.�:./[:f .. 
in the future: · '··;.-;l�;h,1::.¥., "' - . - . - - �-- - - � ... ... �:. i- You ·arid. I-my·fellow· citizens-need to be strong in our faith that-� �.·•Hf�tt{=- ; 
a�

_
n_ation:, _ti_D

d�r �?d, �I rea_c� the go� o� peacewith justice. _ May<�:\_•gg �-�>_··_I 

we be _ever unswervmg m devotion to prmc1ple, confident but humble : ; .:%'!.:-• :;f' \ 
with power, diligent in ·pursuit'-6f"the Nation's great goals. _ :C:?�}� �:1 

. To all- the -peoples of the world , I once more give expression· to . :::�,:�·:�tt i-
America's_prayerful and coptinui�g_aspiration: 

. 
. ·_::·��T J . 

·We pray. that peoples of all fmths, all races, all nations, may have their ,:���f/·: ; 
. great )1um9,n ne�d� satisfied; that those now denied opportunity. shall . :· ._-.;��:,. : · 

····come to enjoy it to the full; that all who yearn for freedom may ex- . :��:;{��'- · · perierice it:S spiritual blessin�; that those who have freedom will under-_ .. _,:�;L 
stand, aJ�o, its he�vy responsib�lities; that all who are insens itive t? the }·:}:.j;: needs of others Will learn chanty; that the -scourges of poverty, d1sease .· .;;:i: · 
. . . . - ·-· ' ·;'€� '- -
and ignqraiJce will be ·made to disappear from the earth, and that, in the _ · .•. �;;:;; . 

·goodness of time, ail peoples will come to liv� together in a peace guaran- · �i-�:��:' 
teed by the binding focc<ol mutual cespect and love.. 

-w�t-r 
422 t]f ThePresident'sNewsConferenceof ·<·�-:1r�-"� 

' .. :_--;.; .. ;·. -January I 8, ·I g6 I - _.,,� � • 

-�� � �-.. - - -
THE PRESID�NT. Good morning. Please sit down. 

l came this morning not with any particularly brilliant ideas about the 
future, buf I did ,;.,a.nt th-e opportunity to say goodbye to people that 1 
have been· associated with now for 8 years, mostly I think on a friendly 

. basis-[laughterJ_:_and atleast it certain ly has always been interest ing. 
There is one man here who has attended every press conference that .· . I have had, at home and abroad, and who has been of inestimable serv� 
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energy. Once country decided to meet the energy challenge, 

after a decade of �oiding it, we reduced our dependence on 

in just two years. 

The s arne promise ds for meeting other resource problems 

around the world -- water, food_, minerals, farmlands, forests, 

overpopulation -- if we tack e them with courage and hope. 

Ther� are less than 

The tirne·to look :forward and-
·. ;:. 

� 
_..: ,�-·� '· ' - . ' _.- "' 

have .. · _in the; ·y�ar 2000 is now. I 

·':' ' . 
wo-r)d) -:ac ting togeth�r·� .. :can_ meet 

·'• . . ' 

·-f'
•{ 

left in our 20th century. 

world we want to 
··;..., . 

the people of the 

.'._• ; 

Now let me turn to the final s ubject I nt to talk about 

tonight: human rights • 

\ 
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I have'been talking about·forces of destruction that 

'·· 

mankind has ·developed, and how we might halt them. It is 
: �. 

even.more important that we look for·the constructi e .forces 

that we have evolved over the ages, and hold fas 

Compassion for others -- desire to learn om history --

love of our children -- commitment to post rity -- a sense 

of justice: these are the resources of ur survival. 

of one fundamental principle -- th importance and value of 

every single human being. 

This basic insight -- th t for all our differences we 

share a common and worth -- this awareness far 

overrides:di{ferences of tongue. 

Only by securing the rightS of indi idlials can the human 

race use all its resources in the int rests of its survival • 
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Th��··is ��y the great ·'mp�tative_ of our time and 6�r 
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is 't·
h��-'struggle·· .. or huma:n··',rights • .  . . . .. . � � 

' . . . ; . � � 
· . .-.. 

-:· ·-· . . ' : � . . ' ' . ' 
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f'' ·. �- • 
Those who hunger for freed<;>m, th.ose who thirst for· 

human dignity, those who suffer for the' sake 
/ 

justice are 

the patriots of this cause. 

I believe with all my heart that must always 

stand for human rights, That is both· .. 

our history and our destiny. 

. · .  •,• 

America did not invent an rights. In a very �eal sense, 

it is the other way round. Human rights inv¢nted America. 
.;.·.· 

Ours.was the in the history
-

of the world 

· . . . · . �� ' ,· 
to be f��hded··explic;i ly on an idea, the·· idea of puman r.ights. · .' . ·  

fr. ·. ·• . . . . 
·The fundamental unites us i� not: kiriship or' place 

J.:. of origin or. confession. The love of liberty is 

the common blooa that· flows in our American veins. 
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In our own history, we find ample proof of the power. of 

of the Declara�ion of Independence and the Constitut{6 n· 

'- ·.: 

stood in ag onizing contrast to the reali of black.slavery 

and the exclusion of women from politi al life. But with our 

path lighted by those ideals, led by men and women of courage 

society, a society that comes muc closer to our own vision. 

has sought to promote human world. Obviously, 

the impact of our efforts place to place has varied 

with the influence of our c untry� but that should neither 

surprise nor:di icourage On the contrary, �e should take 

pride -in fh� f�t� that oppressed people look to us 

progress that has been ade, however halting it may sometimes 

seem to be. 

. : �· 
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The struggle- for .-hum n�·r-ights 
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a.t home and abroad --
·- ' · , ..: 
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is f-�r< from over.-- We_:-- ave· no-ci:tUs.e"·. :f9r self,-righteousness. 

or c�mPl�c�ricy. B;t we•Ca��_
eVet:Y :eason� ��rsevere, .both 

in our:own c6uritry ahd beyond 6ur- �6rd 
·.>• 

rs. 

Our Nation and our world time of transition. 

This uneasy era is for the rest of this 

�- century. It will be a tim of tensions within nations and 

between them -- of compet tion for resources -- of soci_al, 

polttica� and economic tresses and strains. 

"'-��--·- -�----. -

,- "; ; 'As we in this move to dE:al with .the stresses 

around us';• we . may impatient with our ow ., i'deals. · we 
.-
_ 

false 

- . . 

pegih to think that the-work- of 

_.
._

. 

for bs to get sidet�acked by 

Qt+l¢ (_pYl�
cct.:· -i\'l '{\_� 

/ 

_·we 
_
may 

is too important 

ental concerns or by 
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... : ques\fg�\!:; . .  of fafrneE;s�·.: :·[�e m�y- �e�l� ·to belie,;f that -we can 

in�;�a�e
· f�� oWn p�Osp�ri��. by d �;.inish:n:�t ·.of other� .J 

We rnay �E!gin tO assume that �
·
c�ricern fo;;tan rights is a 

sentimental indulgence in a dangerous world. We may begin 

to supppse that arms control is a avor to someone else, not 

an imperative of survival for 

That kind of thinking hard-headed. In practice 

it is merely �rd-hearte an� short-sighted. -The truth 

is that by working for human·rights, for the health of our 

planet, and for arms, we serve both our 

intere�t� arid our rinciples. 
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i�ans, and our values an�� h.'eliefs ·are not 

-<.�, 
not the ·salt in our bread but 
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t�e hread:fit��lf :. Our commOI:J. vision of a free and just 

. socie '1s'- �ur·.gr'eatest source/ o.f cohesion at home and· strength 

�br ad -� greater by far than all our material blessings • 
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• . .  
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CADDELL ALTER NATIVE FOR "PRESIDENCY" SECTION 

In recent years, as our people have become more doubtful 

of the ability of the government to achieve a consensus� � 

� 
many have been increasingly drawn to single issue groups and 

special interest organizations to ensure that at least they 

will get their way -- increasingly without regard to other 

legitimate and competing demands or interest s. 

These single interest pressures make it much harder for 

the President and Congress to reach agreement on a balanced 

program for governing. They tend to force changes in the 

program which destroy its balance and t urn it into a hodgepodge 

which is often indefensible or unsupportable as a whole. 

The profileration of narrow special interests has become 

an alarming factor in American political life. All of us 

are to some degree members of special interest groups. Yet 
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we are first and foremo�J: . .i\irierican�·:·_-�. and. the common nation.3:L_-� . .  · . 

;, · '  · .. -: 
'• . :)· 

�· ' --. . ··--.:-. ·. ·. good must al�ays- be o:ur· greatest inter¢s't_.-
·. 

c-
·, !'• 

.· ' ·. . 
: .� 

Unyielding, n?tirow .s.pe9ia:l-� {nterests 

warchests, led by impacable. spokesmen, seeking to reward or· 

punish based on one single issue -- today represent the .i,� 

greatest threat to the orde�ly. functioning of our :democratic 

and constitutional proces��s. 

- ' ··: 

. � . ':' 

The concerns of every citizen and every g�oup are important, 

and all deserve a hearing in our political system indeed, 

in that role they are a vi tal par1t of democracy. But the 

national interest is n()t the sum of all our single interests. 

The nation-.ai interes-t' requires .the c'Ontainment of single 
.• . . . . . . . •. . " -� . ;, ; .. , . , 

· .. 
. lnt�rests' into. a. ;bala.n�_.ed ', proc;i:�am' for g_oven:·nirg •

.
. \'V�;"

,
must 

... . ·.· ' 

:·:beware:·of··any·gr'ol1:P that is>tinwilling to adjust its own 
_. r · 

;:. 

.-,' .  ' 

. .  
. . .. ·;, 

interest to those of the nation at large� 

we must again heed the challenge proclaimed by John 

. ... · . 
•' . ·.· 

. ' 
. · ... , 
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must ask: What is in the best interest of all Acierica?. -- not 

simply, What is in my best interest? This is the single 

great requirement for success in a diverse democratic nation. 

To this end the President, regardless of party or political 

faith, guided by maximum understanding and involvement of 

the people is indispensible. For only he in our constitutional 

system is elected to represent all the people of America. 

The challenges and potential dangers of the future will 

tax any President. He needs the understanding and support 

of us all. 

., 

Let us remember that while it is within our power to 

elect a Pre�ident who will accept the responsibility of 

trying to solve our problems our ballots do not confer upon 

him a magic wand to make them all vanish. 
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President Is �fforts, .:and·-�re'�oJ..ved>-to. :gi.ve. h'im the{:benefi t of 

'. : , . . , . . 

any doubt as. he deiil.s. wi.th the di fficuit iss·��:s-<:We 
. ·i" 

ou�selves have asked him to tackle. I ask all Americans t:o 

join me in a similar commitment. 
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